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Now Screening: Turkey Day!
By: Moujan Moghimi & Ashley Sperduto
Coming soon to a screen near you: friends and family from far away, turkey, and a day to give thanks. This year, large
family gatherings are a thing of the past, but with the help of technology Thanksgiving doesn’t have to be cancelled.
Now we can all visit family and friends without leaving the comfort of our own home or wearing a mask. Just grab a
phone, laptop, or tablet and get comfy, because this Thanksgiving just went virtual.
With a pandemic that doesn’t seem to be ending or slowing down anytime soon, it’s time to upgrade the way we do
holidays and accommodate this new, temporary way of life. From Google Meet to Zoom calls, our life is full of virtual
meetings and school days, so why not throw some holiday festivities into the mix. There is a wide array of video
chatting apps but the two most popular, well-known, and easiest to navigate are Google Meet and Zoom. Most people
have had to use at least one of these platforms since the start of the pandemic but in case you aren’t sure how to create your own meet/call we’ve added some links below. Other platforms worth mentioning are Facetime, Skype, Discord, and WhatsApp, and each of these alternatives comes with it’s share of pros and cons, so be sure to look into
them before making a decision.

Now that Turkey Day’s gone virtual, you may be worried that staring at a screen full of your family and friends eating
for hours could get boring. But do not fear, we’ve got you covered! With friends and family alike, games such as Kahoot
or One Sentence Stories can definitely be gobbles of fun for everyone. Kahoot is a great way to show off your
knowledge and compete with your family- plus the winner gets bragging rights. You can create your own game or pick
from a variety of premade ones. Below is a Kahoot we put together inspired by Thanksgiving. One Sentence Stories is a
chaotic and hilarious activity that is versatile so it works well with any group. One person begins the game by creating a
sentence and then the next person will continue the story by adding another sentence. The game goes on and on until
an insane and fun-filled story is made. Some other activities for families are the classic games of Charades and Pictionary. An alternative to regular Pictionary is Skribbl.io (link below) which is a website where you can create a party and
draw out words while other people guess. A party host can add in their own special words and phrases to the game,
however, there is a limit of 10 players. And don’t worry, we didn’t forget Friendsgiving either! Some cool activities for
you and your friends are Among Us and traditional party games. Such party games include Truth or Dare, Never Have I
Ever, Would You Rather, and Two Truths and a Lie (and vice versa). Whatever game(s) you choose, you and your family
and friends are bound to have a fun night.
Now that you’ve got the means, don’t let this pandemic keep you from enjoying this holiday season. Wherever, or
however, you celebrate this food-filled holiday, make sure to spend it with those you love. So get your tickets -or tablets early and save the date, Turkey Day is coming soon!
Google Meet: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VUgj7xJD_mA
Zoom: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fMUxzrgZvZQ
Skribbl.io: https://skribbl.io/
Kahoot: https://create.kahoot.it/share/turkey-day/10304b19-71fc-4ac2-bfba-6fcbd311014c
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The U.S. 2020 Election:
Joe Biden V. Donald J. Trump
By, Jayden Liangco
Around the United States and even in some foreign countries, people are celebrating the new President Elect
Joe Biden. Trump has not taken his loss well, as expected, and he has even initiated lawsuits. Throughout the
week while the votes were being counted many U.S. citizens feared states such as Pennsylvania, Wisconsin,
Michigan, Georgia, and North Carolina would remain red as the votes were being counted, but the mail-inballots swooped in and wiped out the worries of many American citizens as the states such as Pennsylvania,
Wisconsin, and Michigan turned blue. Although Trump has done some good during his presidency, for example, the stock market, the economy, and the attempt at distancing from communist China, he has also caused
a lot of damage that will take time to recover from, hopefully not past Biden's presidency. There is also a good
chance Biden's presidency may be a one term presidency due to the fact by the time the next presidential
election comes up he will be around the age of 81. Biden will be the oldest president in the United States history at the age of 77 and on November 20, 2020 he will be turning 78. In an interview on The View Biden stated, “it’s a legitimate question to ask about my age. Hopefully I can demonstrate that… with age comes wisdom and experience that can make things a lot better. That’s for you all to decide, not for me to decide.”
Before we found out who won the election, Trump had falsely claimed victory and as soon as Biden was beginning to take the lead, Trump wanted the states to, “STOP THE COUNT”. There are now lawsuits and tweets
such as this quote on Donald J. Trump’s Twitter, “Joe Biden should not wrongfully claim the office of the president. I could make that claim also. Legal proceedings are just now beginning!”
That tweet was posted on November 6, 2020. Joe Biden had not made any claims of winning the election until
he actually won the election, and as of November 8, 2020 he beat Trump by having 290 electoral college votes
compared to Trump's 214 electoral college votes. Joe Biden had both the lead in the popular votes and the
electoral college votes, something we haven’t seen since former President Barack Obama. Even during the
2008 election Obama's opponent John McCain took the loss respectfully and responsibility, no false claims and
lawsuits. As many had predicted, Joe Biden has won the 2020 United States Presidential Election, although we
must understand no one is truly perfect and everyone is inherently flawed, we must give both presidential
candidates the benefit of the doubt, they both gave it their all but at the end of the day Biden won.
“A nation united.
A nation strengthened.
A nation healed.
The United States of America.” - Joe Biden November 7, 2020
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Other Controversial Elections

By: Grace Keller
Politics and controversy seem to go hand in hand these days. The
recent 2020 election proved yet again how controversial the issues
in the United States have become. American elections are no
stranger to controversy surrounding their results. Throughout
American history there have been several other controversial election results. However, none of them equal the current political climate of 2020. (all graphs are from 270towin.com)
1800: Thomas Jefferson & Aaron Burr

Long before the distinction of the current Democratic and Republican parties, there were the Democratic-Republican and
Federalist parties. As we know, Thomas Jefferson became the third president of the United States. Both candidates were
Democratic-Republicans. The controversy? The electoral college resulted in a tie. Jefferson and Burr both received 73 electoral votes. Two other candidates, John Adams and Charles C. Pickney, also ran, receiving 65 and 64 electoral votes. At the
time, there was no distinction between president and vice-president. Thus, the election resulted in the 12th amendment
which calls for a separate vote between the president and vice president within the electoral college.
1824: John Quincy Adams & Andrew Jackson
This was a situation in which the president was decided by the House of
Representatives because no candidate won the majority of electoral votes.
Henry Clay and William H. Crawford were also in the running. However,
John Adams and Andrew Jackson received the most out of all four candidates. Interestingly, all candidates were from the Democratic-Republican
party. Despite Jackson winning the popular vote, Adams was declared the
sixth president of the United States. Clay forged the Ohio Valley-New England coalition making it possible for Adams to claim the White House. In
return, Adams named Clay his secretary of state. The damage was done, the first act to show the American people that the
interests of the powerful politicians was more important. This event is known as the “Corrupt Bargain” and it damaged Clay’s
dream of becoming president.
2000: George W. Bush & Al Gore
George W. Bush received 271 electoral votes to Al Gore’s 266 electoral
votes with Florida being the contested state in the 2000 election. Not much
of a surprise, as it is usually a major deciding factor in the outcome of a
presidential election. With the current 29 electoral votes, Florida is an interesting place. It went blue for Obama in both 2008 and 2012 but twenty
years ago, it was a much different scene. Al Gore won the popular vote by
540,520 votes. For some perspective, Hillary Clinton won the popular vote
by nearly three million more votes than Donald Trump, in 2016. Nevertheless, 2000 was a close one. The results were not resolved for weeks due to
the Florida controversy. According to fairvote.org, “The 2000 election resulted in numerous court battles over contested ballots and recounts. These lawsuits escalated to the U.S. Supreme Court
where the final, 5-4 decision was made…” They ruled in favor of George W. Bush, making him the 43rd president of the United States.
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Fake News and Yellow Journalism in Today’s World
By: Grace Keller
Within the past decade, social media has overtaken our screens. It has a hold on us with it’s addictive updates and celebrity posts. It is easy to get sucked into the online world of blaring headlines with unfounded claims. The trap of “fake news” is the sharing of inaccurate and misleading information. Just because
it’s on a website does not make it fact. There are some credible sources, even if they tend to be politically
biased.
It is difficult to be credible these days due to the widespread usage of
social media. Anybody can tweet or post information and label it as
news. Distinguishing between fact and opinion is the important part.
A beautiful aspect about being an American is having the first amendment right to free speech AND freedom of the press. It is acceptable to
speak out against the government. It is acceptable to show support for
the government. All of that is what makes the world go round. When
asked about the effects of fake news and it’s issues, Toms River North’s media specialist Ms. Ivarson stated, “Do not deny yourself relationships with people who think differently than you.” However, finding
the distinction between what is real and what is fake is of utmost importance. These days, it is so difficult
to watch the news and not get frustrated. It can be brutal and heartbreaking at times. Ms. Ivarson also encourages only a “half-hour of news a day.”
In today’s world, Journalism can be labeled as controversial due to biased reporting and networks that
feed into that narrative. However, what is the definition of journalism? Journalism is the act of reporting
on current events. However biased or unbiased it may be, the records hold a
time capsule of historical events. Journalism is a guide to knowing and interpreting current events in an educated manner. Getting the facts correct is the
main goal and allows the audience to form their own opinion. Unfortunately, it
is not that simple.
“Fake news” is not a new concept. It has just been more prominent with social
media and the current political climate. Over a hundred years ago, yellow journalism rose to power while shedding light on major international and domestic
issues. Yellow journalism is exaggerating the news to garner a response from an
audience. During the turn of the 20th century the domestic issues in America
were largely ignored due to the wide focus on becoming an international world
power. Yellow journalists of the time were reporting on the Spanish American
War wanting to influence the American public to focus on the war, rather than the growing domestic issues such as poverty. Click-bait can be seen as a modern day version of yellow journalism.
Mr. Smith, AP United States History teacher here at North, offers his expertise on comparing historical
yellow journalism to the modern day fake news. He outlined how yellow journalism shares both similarities and differences with fake news. Both share the idea of wanting to have stories that “fuel an agenda.”
Yellow journalism was a result of wanting to gain control of the market through competition, while the
motive of fake news is more political. The speed of information is a major factor of influence. Mr. Smith
gave an excellent example on why it is important to remain educated on current events, “While we are
free to harbor any opinion we choose, to sustain the democracy that provides that right, it does seem prudent to be as informed as possible.”
Having an open mind is a good way to approach any kind of news. Understanding that journalism is important to educating our citizens and has major historical significance, will allow for respect and kindness
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An Eco Friendly Thanksgiving
By: Kailey Daniele

Thanksgiving dinners tend to create a lot of waste and environmentally harmful consequences. Try incorporating
these tips into your Thanksgiving dinner traditions!!
Instead of using plastic plates and utensils, try using nice
dishes that can be washed and reused for many more years to come.
Prepare only an amount of food that you and your family will eat. This will reduce food waste and
help you save money and time preparing food.
Compost scraps rather than tossing them in the garbage. “The process of composting is hugely
beneficial to the environment, not only because it reduces the amount of food and garden waste
thrown away, which in turn reduces the amount of methane greenhouse gas, but it's also a crucial
part of the nitrogen cycle”
https://www.regenwaste.com/why-is-composting-important-to-the-environment#:~:text=The%
20process%20of%20composting%20is,part%20of%20the%20nitrogen%20cycle.
Buy local and organic produce to cook with. This will not only preserve farmland and help the environment but also helps your local communities economy and helps create jobs.

Try to save energy by putting dishes in the oven simultaneously that call for the same cooking temperature. This will also save money on your utility bill.
https://www.ecowatch.com/12-ways-to-green-your-thanksgiving-1881826547.html
Join Green team! We meet at 1:55pm every Wednesday. To join the google classroom, email Doctor Gilman (agilman@trschools.com) from your school account, put “green team” in the subject
line, attend meetings and wear green!
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Recycling: How It’s a Disaster
By: Moujan Moghimi

Everywhere we look, there are signs encouraging us to recycle to save the environment,
however, those signs and the concern for the environment haven’t always existed. So how and
why did the recycling craze start and how effective has it been in helping fight climate change?
A long time ago, companies did not use plastics as often as they did now. Instead, bottle companies such as
Coca-Cola would sell their products in glass bottles. This way, their customers could buy Coca-Cola and once they
finished, they could come back and refill their bottles. The problem was that consumers were only buying products
one at a time and companies began to want higher profits. This caused companies to switch to plastic bottles so they
could mass produce their products and the consumers could buy more at once. (“A Pocket History of Bottle Recycling” - The Atlantic) However, with the use of plastic came environmental problems, and the general public became
angry at companies. They blamed companies’ manufacturing of plastics for ruining the environment. Major companies wanted to get rid of this bad press so they started a campaign that shifted the recycling problem from them and
onto the consumers. The Keep America Beautiful campaign- an organization created by the same major companies
that caused the recycling problem -fights for recycling so companies can sell disposable products without seeming
like the bad guy. (“A Beautiful If Evil Strategy” - Plastic Pollution Coalition)
Even though the reason recycling became so popular is tainted by greedy corporations, does that mean recycling isn’t effective? Yes, it very much does. Due to the fact that corporations shifted the responsibility onto us, the consumer, that meant we had to be the ones recycling. The problem
is, none of us honestly know how to recycle. This is called aspirational recycling, it is when we
assume things are recyclable without checking and end up contaminating materials. (“6 Things
You’re Recycling Wrong” - NYTimes) (‘Frequently Asked Questions: Contamination” - Stanford)
Around 25% of recyclables become contaminated. It got so bad that China banned their companies from accepting anymore of the U.S.A.’s recycling. (“The Era Of Easy Recycling May Be
Coming To An End” - FiveThirtyEight) Without China, we have begun struggling so much with
recycling that for months, Oregon began to throw their recycling into the trash without telling anyone. However, our
failure to know how to recycle isn’t entirely our fault. Recycling is so complicated and so varied that the rules for recycling differ from state to state and even county to county. While recycling plants could help make it easier for everyone to know how to recycle, they don’t really care enough to teach us. Most major recycling plants are owned by
landfill companies who make money even if the recycling materials end up in the dump. (“This Is Why A Lot Of Our
Recycling Is Going To Landfills” - OPB) The kicker is that plastic companies don’t care about recycling either. It is
cheaper for companies to let old plastic go to waste and simply manufacture new ones from petroleum. (“The one
thing that makes recycling plastic work is falling apart” - Business Insider) Typically, bottles are only recycled once
before they are downcycled into a worse material and then thrown into the trash. Studies show that half of all recycled plastic turns into trash. (“Is Recycling Worth It? PM Investigates its Economic and Environmental Impact” - PopularMechanics) The whole point of reduce, reuse, and recycle is that recycling was meant to be the last resort. We
are supposed to reduce and reuse what we buy first. However, companies don’t want us, the consumer, to reduce
and reuse because then we aren’t buying more products. This is why companies spend so much time marketing recyclable products and pushing for the importance of recycling. Seeing the recyclable products causes the consumer
to feel less guilty buying and using them. In fact, when the option to recycle is available, studies have shown that we
often end up creating even more waste. (“Recycling gone bad: When the option to recycle increases resource consumption” - Wiley Online Library) In the past 50 years, the use of plastics have increased 20 times with only 9% of
plastics having been recycled. (“We Made Plastic. We Depend On It. Now We’re Drowning In It” - National Geographic) Even more frightening is the fact that scientists predict that if we don’t change, by 2050, there will be more
pounds of trash in the ocean than fish. (“By 2050, there will be more plastic than fish in the world’s oceans, study
says” - Washington Post)
Just to be perfectly clear, it is still so important to not litter and to recycle, anyone who doesn’t is hurting the environment. However, we need to begin reducing and reusing more than we recycle. More than that, we also need to
hold corporations accountable for their role in this issue. We are powerful and together, we can help save the plan6
et.

No-Straw November
No Straw November began when officials all over the country began to see how many
plastic straws were being swallowed by marine life. Plastic straws are extremely
harmful to our environment, and they take forever to break down. Even after they
break down though, they are still extremely harmful to the environment, which is
where No Straw November comes into play. This was created so that we would limit
our use of plastic straws, and encouraging us to use paper straws, stainless steel
straws or no straw at all. By using these other, more reusable straws, or no straws at
all, we are helping to reduce plastics found in marine life.
Some sites that sell reusable straws include Amazon, Target, Walmart, Bed Bath and
Beyond, and Five Below.—Mollie Prokop

Making Paper
All of us use paper almost daily. We use paper to write down math problems, to take tests, to write poems, to
read books, to draw, to scribble, to make origami, and a million more ways. But what happens when we don’t
need that paper anymore? We recycle it. But, what if we could turn that paper into new paper and use it again?
Good news, we can!
There are many different ways to make paper, but here are two possible ways that are easy. One way requires a blender and a strainer.
The other way only requires an empty water bottle. The beginning
steps for both ways are the same. The first step is to get used and
recycled paper and cut it up into very tiny pieces. Once everything is
cut, grab a bowl full of water and put the cut up paper in it. Let the
cut up paper soak in water for a few hours or overnight, the thicker
the paper the longer it may need to be soaked. Now, following the
instructions for the first way, it is time to get the blender. Pour some water and a cup or two of the soaked paper pieces into the blender. Blend the paper until it turns into a pulp. Once the paper is done blending, grab a
big bowl and pour the pulp into it. Using a strainer that is smaller than the bowl, put the strainer into the bowl
and grab some pulp. Take the strainer out and shake it slightly to help drain some of the water. Grab a towel
and flip the strainer over onto the towel so the pulp falls out. Grabbing another towel, press it into the pulp to
soak up any remaining water and leave the towel on top of the pulp. At this point, grab a rolling pin or another
object to flatten the pulp and even it out. Now, let the pulp dry for about 1-3 days, depending on the humidity
levels and the thickness of the paper.
For the second way, instead of using a blender, use an empty water bottle. Take the soaked pieces of cut up paper and pour it into the water bottle with some water. Shake the water bottle for a couple minutes, until the
paper looks like a pulp. Grab a towel and pour the pulp from the water bottle onto the towel. Use another towel
to press on the pulp and soak up the water. Let the towel rest on the pulp and leave the pulp to dry for 1-3 days,
once again it depends on the humidity levels and the thickness of the paper.
Help the environment by turning recycled paper into brand new paper. It’s a process that can be used over and
over again, saving people money and helping our world. –Moujan Moghimi
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The Future for Our Struggling Teams
By: Brendan Fiaschetti
Giant needs for the Giants
The Giants are a mess right now, dropping a close game against the Buccaneers
solidifies us having a top five pick in the upcoming NF L draft. Our biggest need
would be a top offensive lineman and Penei Sewell, Oregon's Jr. left tackle could
fill that need. He is being regarded as one of the best overall prospects coming out
of the 2021 draft class and he could make a big impact for the Giants and hopefully solidify this line
that has been struggling for years. But now with Daniel Jones' struggles continuing this year, people
are calling for a new quarterback and Jalen Hurts out of Oklahoma could fill that role if need be.
Personally, I would continue to watch Jones and see how he finishes out the year knowing that he
might get replaced. It could be perfect motivation to get him going again. However, our number one
need is definitely an offensive linemen but who knows with our general manager, Dave Gettlemen,
getting fired after this season. Let’s see who fills that void and what he does with the position, possibly trading up to get Trevor Lawrence, staying at our pick, or trading down for more value, who
knows.

Jets Need A New Pilot
One thing that's absolute is the Jets need a quarterback after Sam Darnold’s
play has dropped to the point that Joe Flacco goes in for him. It’s pretty worrisome for someone who’s supposed to take them to the promised land. Another need for consideration would be their defense and running back as
they cut ties with Le’veon Bell, leaving 37 year old Frank Gore, the starting running back, but he
can't keep going for much longer as most running backs don't make it past their early thirties.
Though most people can agree that the Jets, if they do have the first overall pick, need to ditch Sam
Darnold and move on to Trevor Lawrence who is said to be the best quarterback prospect since Andrew Luck and is being compared to the likes of John Elway, a legendary quarterback. Lawrence has
appeared in the national championship games in both of his seasons as the starting quarterback,
winning one his freshman year. On the defensive side of the ball, they are lacking depth and have a
lot of holes in an aging defense but they need to address that offense, especially their quarterback
concerns, before the defense.

Eagles need a new receiver
Even though the Eagles just drafted Jalen Reagor in the first round out
of TCU, he’s having an underwhelming season to say the least. This can
be due to an injury he sustained but still, he can't do it all alone and the
Eagles have a good quarterback with almost no weapons. With an aging offensive line, Wentz has
less and less time to wait for his receivers to get open so the Eagles need to snag a superstar out of
the draft or maybe even in free agency. Like I mentioned earlier about their offensive line, they
might have holes to fill as center Jason Kelce is on his last year of his contract coming in at 32 years
old . He’s up there but so are the guards which is why they are the Eagles number one need, outside
of a wide receiver. The offensive line is serviceable for right now so if they can't snag a wideout that
they feel can be the future don't be surprised if they snag a guard or tackle.
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The Thing About Jellyfish: Book Review
By: Valentina Prior
Let me start with this simple statistic. If you get to live to be 80 years old,
your heart will have beaten about three billion times. Every day, your
heart continues a rhythmic pattern that is essential to live. It keeps this
up for a long time, until one day, it just stops. That could be minutes,
days, or years away. For Franny Jackson, her heart only got to beat 412
million times. Sounds like a long life, right? Well, the truth is, it hardly
gives you twelve years.
In The Thing About Jellyfish, the author, Ali Benjamin, crafts a fictional
story set around our main character Suzy. Suzy Swanson, however, is not
the average middle schooler. She can explain how jellyfish blooms are
taking over the world and even starving polar bears. She knows where
sweat glands are located and can tell you if it is sterile or not. She knows
how middle school can ruin friendships. The only thing she doesn't quite
get is how her former best friend's life could be cut tragically short after
she drowned. Worst of all, Suzy never got the chance to make up for an incident she calls, “The Worst
Thing Ever.”
Journey back to middle school with Suzy as she recalls past memories with Franny. Since the girls
were young, they had always promised to remain close friends and never become like the obnoxious
popular girls. Franny always said, “...shoot me if I ever become like that…” Their relationship suddenly goes downhill when the girls enter middle school. Many of you can probably relate to the sad fact
that friends can change for the worse. Popularity gets to them, and they quickly become a new person.
You can imagine how Suzy must have felt as she watched her relationship with Franny change. Desperate to save her friend, Suzy devised a plan to win her back. However, how does one send the right
message across to a friend? What drastic measures do they have to take in hopes of rebuilding their
friendship? Is it even possible? All these thoughts raced through Suzy’s head as she caused the incident called, “The Worst Thing Ever”.
When Suzy found out that Franny had drowned, she questioned how. Her mother responded with,
"Sometimes things just happen.” Suzy is out to prove that sometimes things don’t just happen, but
that instead, there is a logical explanation. Could this be the result of a horrific accident caused by a
deadly jellyfish? Or, in life, do some things really just happen? Suzy will
spend months scheming up a brilliant plan to prove her wild theory, even if
it means traveling across the world!
Overall, I would definitely recommend this book. In fact, I feel you would be
at a disadvantage if you didn’t read this coming-of-age novel. It dives into
the struggles of a young adolescent as they navigate through grief, family
problems, and broken friendships. It explores the thoughts and emotions of
a girl as she tries to find her place in the world as a daughter, classmate, scientist, and friend.
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Talkhun
Written by Samad Behrangi, author of Talkhun, and summarized by The Captain’s Log journalist, Moujan Moghimi
Talkhun wasn’t like any of the Merchant’s other daughters, Mah-Farang, Mah-Sultan, Mah-San, Mah-Begum,
Mah-Moluk, and Mah-Rokh. Talkhun didn’t care much for others, whether they were complimenting her or
insulting her, she was apathetic. She never worried about her clothes whereas her sisters would cry over
little wrinkles in their skirts. Also ,unlike her sisters, she never asked for anything. Whenever the Merchant
gave her a gift, Talkhun had neither thanks nor protests, she accepted them without a care, as if they weren’t
important. While the Merchant found good, lazy husbands for his other daughters to enjoy a lavish life with,
Talkhun didn’t get married. She considered male companionship to be a joy but thought the men in her family weren’t real men, that there was nothing true to them.
One day, the Merchant gathered all his daughters and said he was going to go shopping in the cities and that
he would buy whatever they wanted. The girls were so excited and took up lots and lots of time to spend
thinking about what they wanted.
Not Talkhun though, these kinds of festivities never affected her much. When it came time to say their requests, the Merchant and his daughters all came and sat together. Mah-Farang, the eldest daughter, asked
for a bath with a water tub of gold, walls and base of silver, and for rosewater to come out of the tap. She
wanted it by the afternoon so she could bathe in it with her husband. Mah-Sultan, the second daughter,
asked for a pair of shoes and a dress. She wanted one silver shoe and dress and one gold shoe and dress.
Mah-San, the third daughter, asked for two Nadims (personal maids), one for the morning and one for
nighttime. Mah-Begum, the fourth daughter, asked for a necklace that was white as cotton during the night
and black as onyx during the day and she wanted it to light up for 6 kilometers. Mah-Moluk, the fifth daughter, wanted a tall pair of carmelite stockings that could fit into a thumbeline. Mah-Rokh, the sixth daughter,
asked for something that would turn into a manservant when she goes to the baths, turn into her maidservant when she goes to a wedding, and turn into a ring when she didn’t need it. After memorizing everything
his six daughters asked for, the Merchant turned to Talkhun and waited in vain for her to say something.
Eventually, the Merchant couldn’t take it anymore and begged Talkhun to ask for something, anything.
Talkhun responded by asking if he really will buy her anything she asks for. Excited that she is finally requesting something, the Merchant says confidently that yes, he can buy her anything she wishes. Everyone
stared at Talkhun and finally she asked in a whisper, as though she was praying to fairies, for a heart and a
liver. Then, she got up suddenly and left while everyone was stuck staring at the spot she left. They were in
shock, a heart and a liver? Did they not already have so many delicious treats for her to have that she now
craves for a heart and a liver? The other daughters mock her and laugh at their sister’s silly request. However, the Merchant made a promise to his daughter, now he must find a heart and a liver.
The Merchant went to the city and fulfilled all of his daughter’s requests and all that was left for him to do
was find a heart and a liver. He went store after store and found nothing. The stores either didn’t sell it, were
closed, or sold out. Anytime he asked people questions about why they were closed or sold out, they all
yelled at him and called him strange and crazy for his pursuits and he ended up with nothing. The Merchant
began to believe that Talkhun knew there would be no heart and liver, that this was all for naught. He felt
despair and disappointment. How could he go home empty-handed for Talkhun? This was the only thing she
had ever asked him for, something so simple, and yet he couldn’t find it for her. All of a sudden, something
made of heat, smoke, and fire appeared. It called itself the Sigh and asked the Merchant what he wanted.
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The Merchant explained to the Sigh his situation and the Sigh said he could give the Merchant a heart and a liver
but only on one condition, the Sigh wanted Talkhun. The Merchant found this request to be silly and didn’t believe the condition. Not wanting to go home without anything, the Merchant agreed and took the heart and a
liver for Talkhun.
Finally, the Merchant arrived home and all of his daughters, except for Talkhun, immediately asked for their
gifts. Talkhun seemed to not care, as though she didn’t believe her father actually found her request. The Merchant gave Talkhun the platter and she took it into her room. There was a sound of the platter breaking and then
Talkhun rejoined her family. All of a sudden, there was a knock at the door and Talkhun jumped out the window.
Upon the Merchant opening the door, he saw his daughter talking to a young man. The man said that the Sigh
sent him to take Talkhun. The father had avoided telling Talkhun this story in fear she would get upset or not
pay attention but it seems as though she already knew. The Merchant is afraid to give his daughter away to
someone he doesn’t know but this was the Sigh’s condition. He looks to his daughter to see her reaction and
never before had he seen Talkhun so lively and joyous. It was official, Talkhun was to be with this young man.
They galloped away on a white horse, holding each other so tightly as though they were afraid to be taken away
from each other. Afraid to ever be apart from the person they wanted to be closest to.
*To be continued in the December edition of The Captain’s Log*

That Was Then, This is Now Book Review
This novel by S.E. Hinton will leave you mesmerized. Her expert use of writing allows
the readers to sink into the character's position, almost as if you were a 17-year old hoodlum
walking the abandoned streets of Oklahoma. Unlike any other novel, the storyline can go
from having a happy tone to a grim scenario in the flip of a page.
This classic book tells the story of two best friends, Bryon Douglas and Mark Jennings.
After witnessing the death of both his parents, Mark was invited to live with street fighter
Bryon and his compassionate mom. Bryon is quick-witted, strong, and can easily pick up any
girl of his choosing. Mark on the other hand, does not share those same qualities, although
he is known to get away with almost everything. If the cops question him, Mark can quickly
smooth talk his way out of trouble. Daily, the boys visit their friend, Charlie at the bar he
works at. Charlie is one of the toughest characters you will ever read about, meaning that he
is not only physically strong, but mentally strong. When Mark and Bryon hustle two young men playing pool, the
real trouble starts. After a series of unfortunate events, Bryon finds himself changing after the sudden death of his
friend. To make things more interesting, Bryon focuses on a girl named Cathy after recently dumping Angela Shepard. Mark questions Bryon, and cannot understand the new person Bryon is changing into. One of the main themes
mentioned throughout the whole book is the idea of growing up and changing not only physically, but mentally.
After Mark gets hospitalized saving one of his friends who was targeted for an attack (Ponyboy Curtis), we start to
see Mark and Bryon drift apart. While there is no conflict or argument that separated them, it is shown how relationships can change with time. The boys will have to unite however, after another friend of theirs, who goes by the
name M&M, starts acting strangely. He has a sudden interest in hippies, and even goes as far as to start acting like
them. Just when the boys start to sense his odd behavior, he goes missing. M&M is Cathy’s brother, which only
causes tension for both Bryon and Cathy. Not only that, but M&M was doing something that would have gotten
him in jail! Just when the story is coming to an end, and we see that everything has been resolved, the book takes a
sudden turn. When Bryon finds a sudden horrifying truth about Mark, he has two options: betray his best brotherlike friend and face consequences, or shut his mouth and have to live with a deep secret forever that changes his
whole outlook towards Mark. What will Bryon do? He has to remind himself, that was then, this is now.
After reading this book, a deep message will stick with you and make you question your youth for days to
come. S.E. Hinton’s brilliant book will change you in a way you never knew was possible. The book is so real, it11is
almost scary...The question is, are you ready to face the truth? - Valentina Prior

Why fall has a unique scent
By: Julia Sobol
We all understand when the fall season comes around not only do the
leaves develop color, but temperatures begin dropping, and all cafe
menus have pumpkin spice lattes to offer. The season also brings up a
very distinguished fragrance of autumn. You may wonder why is it that
fall smells so different from every other season?
The primary purpose of fall having a distinguished scent has to do with
the warmth. Higher temperatures can enhance the severity of certain
smells, and more moderate temperatures can depreciate them. In an
extension of that, there are also various fragrances in the air. One of the strongest smells you might
identify in the fall is that of crumbling leaves and decomposing plant material. Fallen leaves begin to
fade and their sugars and unadulterated compounds in the leaf break down, creating the classic
musky-sweet smell. The smell is also associated with the activating
of a nerve in your brain called the trigeminal nerve, which is the
superintendent for the agitation in your face, including your nose.
When you breathe in, that nerve gets revolved on, which is why
your brain associates the cooler air with a "scent."
So yes, fall does have a distinct smell. But whether you'd be able to
notice it without all the crunchy leaves, Halloween illustrations,
pumpkin-flavored drinks, and fresh air are thoughtfully controversial. Notwithstanding, it's one of the best scents in the world.

Cheesecake Strawberries Recipe
By: Kylie Worrell
Cheesecake strawberries


One 8 ounce package of cream cheese



½ cup confectioners sugar



½ teaspoon vanilla extract



depending on how much filling each strawberry gets, start with a
pint of strawberries, hollowed out.



crushed Graham crackers

** Mix cream cheese, sugar and extract in one bowl until thoroughly mixed all together, then put
your crushed graham crackers in the bottom of the hollowed strawberry and then the cream cheese
filling and chill. **
I really hope you enjoy these recipes and get to try them on your own!
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The Beanie Babies of our Generation

By: Jordyn Macburnie
Making their debut in fall of 2017, Squishmallows have recently gained an
abundant amount of popularity during the pandemic and have become
something that people enjoy collecting. Squishmallows are super soft, cuddly
plush toys that come in a variety of sizes, animals, and colors. Each Squishmallow has its own unique bio, giving each pillow its own personality. These
plush toys are perfect to cuddle, collect, and give to family or friends.
It is very similar to the collecting of Beanie Babies which were released in
1993. It started becoming popular for them to be collected as they were extremely valuable in the eyes of many. In fact, they are still valuable today and can be found on Ebay.
People charge hundreds for certain Beanie Babies because some are rare and hard to find in stores
across the United States, and the same goes for Squishmallows. Luckily, the prices for Squishmallows have yet to reach the higher hundreds. In stores they can range anywhere from $5-$20 and are
resold online by collectors for anywhere between $50-$100.
These pillows are extremely comforting to have and as someone
who spends a lot of time in their room all day, they make it feel a
little less alone and more cozy and welcoming. As a collector, I
pride myself on having nearly 50 of these plush pillows and will
continue to add more to my collection as time goes on. If you are
interested in finding your own Squishmallows, they can be found
in Costco, Target, and Five Below.
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